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Etymology. The country's name derives from the city of Algiers.The city's name in turn derives from the
Arabic al-JazÄ•'ir (Ø§Ù„Ø¬Ø²Ø§Ø¦Ø±, "The Islands"), a truncated form of the older JazÄ•'ir BanÄ«
Mazghanna (Ø¬Ø²Ø§Ø¦Ø± Ø¨Ù†ÙŠ Ù…Ø²ØºÙ†Ø©, "Islands of the Mazghanna Tribe"), [page needed]
[page needed] employed by medieval geographers such as al-Idrisi.
Algeria - Wikipedia
The Hyksos (/ Ëˆ h Éª k s É’ s /; Egyptian á¸¥qêœ£(w)-á¸«êœ£swt, Egyptological pronunciation: heqa khasut,
"ruler(s) of foreign lands"; Ancient Greek: á½™ÎºÏƒÏŽÏ‚, á½™Î¾ÏŽÏ‚) were a people of diverse origins, possibly
from Western Asia, who settled in the eastern Nile Delta some time before 1650 BC. The arrival of the
Hyksos led to the end of the Thirteenth Dynasty and initiated the Second ...
Hyksos - Wikipedia
Haplogroup J1 is a Middle Eastern paternal lineage which underwent a first expansion around the
Mediterranean basin and the Red Sea region during the Neolithic, and a second major re-expansion from the
Arabian peninsula with the diffusion of Islam.
(PDF) Origins and history of Haplogroup J1 (Y-DNA
If you are new to population genetics... This page aims at providing detailed descriptions of each haplogroup
and their history. If you are unfamiliar with haplogroups or population genetics, we recommend that you
familiarise yourself first with the basics by viewing the Video Tutorials about genetics and read our Frequently
Asked Questions about DNA tests.
Origins and history of European Y-DNA and mtDNA - Eupedia
2 Henry Bernstein and Terence J. Byres PEASANT STUDIES: A FOUNDING MOMENT The origins of JPS
have been sketched by Byres (1994), to which readers can refer.1 Several features of his brief account merit
selective emphasis and elabora- tion for present purposes. Byres described how JPS emerged from the
Peasants Seminar of the University of London, which he convened with Charles Curwen
From Peasant Studies to Agrarian Change - Wiley-Blackwell
The biblical roots of modern science A Christian world view, and in particular a plain understanding of
Scripture and Adamâ€™s Fall, was essential for the rise of modern science.
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